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Our Gendered Intelligence youth group was set up in
February 2009 beginning with a four-week consultation with
its members.  In 2010 Gendered Intelligence was funded by
the Equality & Human Rights Commission (EHRC) to carry
out a Trans Youth Support Work Project.  

from this our trans youth support work project’s key aim
was: 

• to increase the visibility and quality of young transgendered people’s life experiences from

across England, who typically suffer inequality and disadvantage by implementing a greater

choice, control and empowerment over their lives

The following EHRC aims provided us with the framework
within which to carry out our work:

• To increase opportunities for communities to set up organisations that represent and

respond to their interests and needs where none currently exist; and for existing organisations and

services to expand and develop their expertise and services.

• For individuals, particularly those that suffer inequality and disadvantage, to have greater

choice, control and empowerment over their own lives in relation to social care, health, housing,

education, employment and business advice.

• For victims of all forms of hate crime to receive the support they need and have the

confidence to continue their everyday lives.
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We aimed to achieve this by:

• Setting up and running a fortnightly youth group for young trans and questioning people

from across England in order to provide an opportunity for young trans people and those

questioning their gender identity to share and discuss personal issues and to socialise with other

trans people. Here they would be able to access information, peer support and guidance in order

to make choices over their own lives in relation to family life, school and college, their emotional

and mental well-being, as well as housing and employment.

• Carrying out a needs assessment on 40 young trans people accessing our services,

offering intensive one-to-one support and setting goals in conjunction with each young person 

• Increasing knowledge around transphobic hate crime and transphobic hate crime

prevention for young trans people 

• Working with 10 key workers such as teachers, head teachers, social workers and housing

officers among others, who are working closely with any one individual young trans person in

order to increase their understandings of gender and transgender identities in order that they can

better support their client sufficiently.

• Work with 10 parents and family members by increasing their understandings of gender

and transgender identities in order that they can better support their loved one sufficiently.

Steering Panel

In order to support and advise the Trans Youth Support Work project, a monthly meeting with a

steering group was set up. This provided an opportunity to discuss day-to-day activities of the

project, tackle problems that arose and make decisions that took the project forward. At these

meetings information prepared by the Trans Youth Support Worker and the Chair of Gendered

Intelligence was presented which offered updates and points for discussion.  These meetings were

minuted and an agenda was raised by the Chair to create action points and to mark decisions

made.

Throughout the duration of the project, there were 11 members of the steering group.  From the

Gendered Intelligence team there were: Chair of Gendered Intelligence, Jay Stewart; Trans Youth

Support Worker, Finn Greig; administrative support for Gendered Intelligence, Karen Burton; and

Andolie Marguerite, Eliah Hannes, Octavian Starr (all volunteers or interns for Gendered

Intelligence). 

The steering group members also included: senior youth worker, Karen Algacs; Operations

Manager of PACE Catriona Cormack; Domestic Abuse caseworker, Catherine Bewley; Trans

Inclusion Policy Advisor, Ben Gooch; and Chartered Clinical Psychologist, Dr Erasmo Tacconelli. 
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Our Members

As part of the youth group we established a membership scheme. Young people accessing our

youth group on more than one occasion were asked to to sign up to the scheme.  Over the course

of the project 65 young people attended the youth group and 58 of those became members.  All

members are between ages of 13 – 24 years with the majority between 18 – 22 years.  8 of our

members are under 18 years.  On average 12 young people attended each session.

4 of our members described their ethnic background as black British; 14 said they were mixed

race or of mixed heritage; 1 was Irish and 1 was Middle Eastern identified, with the remaining 38

young people identifying as white British or white European. 32 of our members are full time

students; 15 are unemployed. The gender identity and the sexual orientation of our young

members is demonstrated in this chart below: 

In terms of sexual orientation our members identifed as:
1 lesbian

8 gay

3 bisexual

14 heterosexual

In addition to these categories, our members identify their sexual
orientations using the following more complex, nuanced and highly
individualised words. These were:

8 queer

14 pansexual

1 pancuddly

4 not stated

1 homoflexible,

1 complicated

4 questioning
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Capturing Journeys and Setting Goals - a
glance

A summary

The Capturing Journeys and Setting Goals Project is a needs assessment tool, which was carried

out with 40 young trans people from across England in 2010 and 2011. It involved a series of one

to one interviews that were carried out by our staff at regular intervals throughout the project.  This

was done in order to capture current and recent experiences of young trans people; to identify any

needs; to discuss overarching visions of their lives and to set goals in order that they can take their

life forward. For an extensive account of this work see our Capturing Journeys and Setting Goals

Report which looks to gather many of these experiences, aims and aspirations and offer some

analysis around them.  

How the interviews worked 

In order to structure an interview with a young trans person, a form was designed by members of

the steering group and our trans youth support worker.  Each form was to be completed in

conversation with a Gendered Intelligence staff member. The discussion centred firstly around

“capturing your journey” of life as a young person and then by “setting goals”.  When answering

these questions we were keen to know what was happening for the young trans person now, and

in for example the last 6 months or so. The worker used the form as a prompt as the conversation

developed.  This was to get a deeper understanding of their needs and hopefully offer better and

more appropriate support.  If there was anything a young person would rather not answer or

discuss that was respected.  

Key features of this report centred on resilience and identity.  This includes gender identity, sexual

orientations, cultural background, religion and belief and disabilities.  The interviews focused on a

young person’s life in the areas of health, social world (including housing and community), learning

world and employment as well as seeking to analyse the lived experiences of young trans people

from across England.  Some of the findings of these interviews fed into our provision at Gendered

Intelligence, in particular the Gendered Intelligence youth group. 



Key findings

Key features of this report centred on resilience and identity. Through the interviews Gendered

Intelligence was struck by the vast range of coping skills young trans people seem to adopt in

response to the difficulties they have faced.

Identity

We asked the young people about their gender identity, sexual orientations, cultural background,

religion and belief and disabilities. Of the 40 participants 8 identified as male or boy (20%),14

identified as a trans man or FTM (35%), 4 identified as female or girl (10%) and 5 identified as a

trans woman or MTF (12.5%).

The remaining 9 participants (22.5%) identified as outside of the gender binary. This breaks down

as 5 identified as Gender queer (12.5%), 1 identified as Fluid (2.5%), 1 identified as Non-gendered

(2.5%), 1 identified as FTM Questioning (2.5% and 1 identified as Questioning (2.5%).

Regions

Of the 40 participants 16 live in London (40%). In addition 12 live in the Home Counties (30%).

This breaks down as 6 living in Surrey, 2 in East Sussex, 1 in West Sussex, 1 in Hertfordshire, 1 in

Berkshire and 1 in Essex. The remaining 12 of the 40 live further a field (30%). This breaks down

as 2 living in Bristol, 2 living in Portsmouth, and 1 living in each of the following cities and regions:

Oxford, Dorset, Cambridge, Hereford, Leicester, Manchester, Liverpool and Nottingham.

Ethnic background and faith 26 young people identified themselves as White British (65%); 3

identified as Black British (7.5%); 9 identified as mixed race (22.5%); 1 identified as Middle

Eastern (2.5%) and 1 identified as Irish (2.5%) Of the 40 young participants 35 (87.5%) of them

did not identify with any particular faith or belief, whilst 2 identified as Christians (5%), 1 as

Buddhist (2.5%) and 1 identified as Muslim (2.5%).

Sexual Orientations

Of the 40 participants 4 identified as heterosexual (10%), 0 identified as lesbian (0%), 6 identified

as Gay (15%) and 3 identified as Bisexual (7.5%). Because sexual orientation categories rely on

gender identity categories, many of our young trans people identified as outside of the sexual

orientations - heterosexual or LGB. Instead 11 identified as pansexual (27.5%), 5 identified as

queer (12.5%), 2 identified as Homoflexible (5%), 1 identified as Pancuddly (2.5%) and 1 identified

as ‘into men. (2.5%). In addition 2 would rather not say (5%), 4 said they were Questioning (10%)
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Disabilities and Long-term Illnesses

The young trans people that we interviewed disclosed a range of physical health needs,

disabilities and specific learning difficulties. Of the 40 participants13 have a disability or long-term

illness (32.5%). This breaks down as 6 having registered physical disabilities (15%) and 7 have

specific learning difficulties (17.5%) including four who have dyslexia; two have dyspraxia and one

young person has Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and dyscalculia.

Trans Invisibility

Young trans people are largely invisible with 10 of the 40 (25%) living stealth (where no one in

their every day life know that they are trans. In addition, a further 6 (15%) have not come out as

trans or gender queer within their education, workplace, home life or within their local setting. Of

course of those who are visible as trans, either having recently come out as trans to the people

around them or not passing in their self identified gender, this does not mean that those young

people choose to be visible.

Emotional Wellbeing

Emotional wellbeing is a key area of concern for young trans people. Of the 40 participants 12

(30%) suffer or have suffered from depression including 3 (7.5%) are living with severe depression

including bipolar, 25 (62.5%) describe themselves as having low confidence, insecurities and low

self-worth, 22 (55%) claim to feel socially anxious regularly and 12 (30%) are currently self

harming or at some time in the recent past have self harmed.



“I didn’t make friends in college. I tended to stay away from people. There
was a bunch of people from my old secondary school who made me feel
unsafe. It felt safer to not know anyone at all. At that time I was quite
vulnerable and there were people who had it in for me. By the end of college
I was so isolated and depressed that I was finding it hard to keep caring.
There was no social interaction at college. I stopped enjoying the lessons
and I wasn’t confident to do well in exams. When I was younger I always
had 100% attendance but it was difficult to attend college. I was usually
late. Days would go by and the only words I would say were ‘sorry I’m
late’.“ woman (mtf), 19
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Services accessed by young trans people

In response to these mental health and emotional wellbeing needs, we asked the participants if

they were accessing relevant support services. We found that 3 (7.5%) are accessing counselling

through their GP, CAMHS or local provision, 2 (5%) are accessing counselling through their

student support services, 25 (62.5%) of our young people are accessing a Gender Identity Clinic,

6 LGBT youth groups have been accessed across England by those 40 participants and 1 young

person (2.5%) has had a Connexions worker.

Learnings and moving forward

• raise confidence and self worth in young trans people 

• decrease isolation and social anxiety in young trans people

• increase the social networks of young trans people

• provide spaces for young people to explore their gender identity and feelings

• ensure a successful coming out experience defined by the young person

• provide smooth social and medical transitions

From the series of interviews, in order to improve lives of young trans people we need to:
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Gendered Intelligence youth group activities

Bringing young trans people together provides an opportunity for young trans people to share and

discuss personal issues and to socialise with other trans people. This has been found to increase

good mental health and well being. Many young trans people feel isolated and vulnerable. The

Gendered Intelligence youth group offers an opportunity to explore identity without anxiety

allowing young people to make self-informed decisions about their lives.  In 2009 we set up this

project in accordance with the young people’s needs and interests.  Our members told us that

these ranged from creative, social and leisure activities such as yoga, art, film, music making as

well as drama.  They also told us that they wished to explore themes such as representations in

the media, political campaigning, storytelling, sexual health, relationships and intimacy, family

relations and school life among others. The staff at Gendered Intelligence put together a

programme of positive activities which looked to explore the above, as well as other topics such as

‘coming out’ to family, friends, employers and teachers; approaching GPs and medical

practitioners; language and terminology; mental health and well being; sex and relationships

education; transitioning; legal rights; addressing transphobic hate crime; dealing with financial

issues and job prospects.  

In this section we outline the various activities we facilitated including details of the number of

participants involved and feedback from those participants.

Consulting young people in our programming of events.   
Sessions held on Saturday 13th February 2010, Wednesday 24th February 2010

These two initial sessions comprised the consultation outlined above.  Responses include those

things listed above plus requests for sports sessions, social meetings; Voice- teaching; Social

events e.g. films, bowling and trips out; dance lessons; discussing surgery; how to have kids.  One

person said that they wished to have discussions relating to emotional and well being issues

regarding gender identity, but something more discussion based rather than professional therapy

or counselling. 

At these sessions we had 14 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:
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Self-expression through image 
Session held on Saturday 15th May 2010

This session was facilitated by guest artists, Bird La Bird and Naechane Valentino. The session

allowed the young people to experiment with self-expression and gender identity using clothes,

make up, facial hair, drag and more. They were given tips on how to explore masculinity and

femininity.

At this session we had 9 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:

“I liked pretty much everything. The staff were really friendly and welcoming and provided a great,

positive day. The only thing I disliked was that it was over so soon!”

“One thing that was mentioned on the day was the lack of juice. There was lots of food, but the

drinks ran out really quickly.”

Voice & Confidence 
Session held on Wednesday 26th May 2010

This session was facilitated by guest voice coach, Rebecca Root. This workshop helped the young

people to gain confidence using their existing voice and connect to their bodies through the use of

vocal sound and projection.

At this session we had 7 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:
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Sports Day & Picnic
Session held on Saturday 12th June 2010

The session ran in Regents Park. We hoped to provide a safe and fun environment for young

trans people who might not usually engage with public leisure facilities. There was a game of

rounders, an obstacle race, egg and spoon run, sack racing and 3-legged running competitions!

At this session we had 9 attendees.

Hormones and Surgery workshop
Session held on Wednesday 23rd June 2010

This session looked at the effects and possibilities of hormones and surgery. There were

discussions with invited older trans people, who had made different decisions in their life

concerning hormones and surgery.

At this session we had 12 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the session went

were:
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Drama: Sharing stories
Session held on Saturday 10th July

This session was led by Sophie Wyburn, a graduate and intern from Central School of Speech &

Drama and explored the use of theatre methods to share positive and negative stories of

trans-specific experiences from school, youth groups, college, university, music class, hobby

groups and others. Through improvisation the group found creative ways to get better or offer

solutions for situations they felt uncomfortable.  The session was carried out as part of the

Mermaids Residential.

At these sessions we had 8 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:

Name changing and legal practicalities
Session held on Wednesday 28th July 2010

This session looked at changing your name legally, how to obtain a Gender Recognition Certificate

if desired, how to change documentation related to Criminal Record Bureau checks, birth

certificates, National Insurance records, medical cards, old school records and passports etc. as

well as looking at employment rights. 

At this sessions we had 15 attendees. 



Canoeing trip and summer camping weekend
Session held on Saturday 14th August- Monday 16th August 2010

Activities included canoeing, team games and a walk in the forest.  Workshops carried out were:

healthy relationships and safe sex; coming out stories round the campfire; planning a youth group

project 

12 people attended the canoeing trip and 8 attended the camping trip. This excerpt comes from a

22 year old trans woman who went on the canoeing trip.  It highlights both the importance of

access to sport for trans people, and some of the issues around it:

“Before I went on the water I felt excited, glad to have the opportunity to do it, relaxed
and in a good mood, comfortable, and very relieved not to have the usual worries I do
when it comes to sport and physical activity. Normally I feel some anxiety over how I
look and pass and over the practicalities of changing, and of disguising certain
attributes or their lack. I enjoyed the sheer joy of physical exercise, and even better the
companionability that comes with it when it's done as part of a group. I really miss that
since transitioning. The world of sport and group activity often feels very gendered to
me, and much harder to avoid awkwardness within. And falling in. That was quite fun!
One thing I learnt was that the enjoyment and satisfaction I get out of sport, exercise,
and physical activity is probably worth the awkwardness I'd initially feel about doing
it. I think this canoeing may be the catalyst I needed to start engaging with that part of
society again.”
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Planning a SOFFA’s event (Significant Others, Friends, Family,
and Allies)
Session held on Wednesday 22nd September 2010

As the youth group progressed it was felt that we should gather parents, partners, friends and

family members together.  This session asked: What kind of event would you like for a SOFFA’s

day? What kind of issues are there for our SOFFAs relating to us being trans or genderqueer? And

how might we share our experiences in a safe environment?

At these sessions we had 11 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:
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Free to be Me Project - Action Against Hate Crime
Sessions held on Wednesday 27th October 2010, Saturday 13th Nov 2010 and
Wednesday 24th Nov 2010

This small project looked to introduce the topic of Hate Crime to our young members, and looked

at knowing one’s rights.  It was carried out in collaboration with Galop. Galop is an anti-violence

charity that works in London with everyone who has experienced homophobia, transphobia and

biphobia, regardless of their sexual orientation or gender identity. They also work with people who

have experienced any violence, safety issues or problems with the police, but would prefer to talk

to a lesbian, gay, bi, trans, or queer community organisation about it. www.galop.org.uk

The message of the project was “If it feels wrong, then it is wrong”.

Session 1
You don’t have to put up with it!” discussed, shared and researched the

questions of what Hate Crime and transphobia are and what can be done about

Hate Crime and transphobia as well as looking at planning the resource (the

project was to result in some sort of informational resource, to be agreed with

the group).

Session 2
“Making Our Story” iintroduced practical techniques for making a storyboard

and mixed material style comic strip. Everyone contributed to making the

images and artwork for the zine booklet using drawing techniques, photography,

collage, and text. 

Session 3
“Reaching the people who need to see this!” rreviewed the material

produced, picked up on issues that had arisen and made sure everyone felt

more informed and confident about their rights, and laws that can help and

protect them. The finishing touches were made to the zine.  For a copy of the

zine go to www.galop.org.uk or www.genderedintelligence.co.uk

For a copy of the zine go to www.galop.org.uk or www.genderedintelligence.co.uk

• Gain confidence and knowledge in what you should do if you have or were to

experience Hate Crime due to your gender expression, or transphobia.

• Share experiences or fears of discrimination, bullying and transphobia, with other

young trans people and experienced professionals.

• Learn about rights and responsibilities and work as a group to empower

themselves

• Create a mini ‘zine on these issues based on young trans people’s experiences

and to offer it as a resource for other young trans people who may need support around

Hate Crime, bullying or transphobia.

The series of sessions aimed for young trans people to:



2. Have you ever experienced hate crime, bullying, harassment or discrimination based on
your gender identity or gender variance? 

8 said yes and 1 said “Not sure, couldn’t say” 

3. What are your strategies for coping with transphobia or transphobic situations and
reporting hate crime before and after the project.

Some responses were: 

In the past I have: dealt with feelings on my own; self harmed; drank a lot of alcohol, thought about

suicide, attempted suicide, taken drugs

In the future I will: report the hate crime; talk to someone about my feelings; Call Galop, talk to

youth worker
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At these three sessions there were 27 attendees.  Some of their responses were:

In evaluating these sessions we also asked the attendees some key questions.  From the

feedback form we had 9 respondents.

1. How would you describe the attitude of your local community, family, residential area,
school and or work place in relation to diverse gender expressions?

Some of the responses were:
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Gendered Intelligence Christmas Party
Session held on Wednesday 15th December 2010:

Our young people and the organisation as a whole looked back and celebrated a year of activities

and achievements! There were refreshments and entertainment. 12 of our members attended,

along with various friends, allies and workers. 

SOFFAs (Significant Others, Friends, Family and Allies) event
Saturday 11th December 2010

This session was planned with the young trans people, taking on board what they thought

Gendered Intelligence facilitators should do, and some of the possible difficulties that may occur

depending on how their SOFFA’s felt about them or trans people in general. It was decided we

should have a good range of activities at different levels, and that we should create different

spaces, so that everyone could input in different ways that were comfortable for them. The session

was planned in order that SOFFAs could sit and listen to the young trans people and similarly the

young people could listen to the perspective of parents and other SOFFAs. Then the large group

split up to give the young people and the parents/ carers and the siblings/ friends/ partners their

own safe spaces to discuss their experiences and ask questions. 

“We predicted that it would be good to have a focus for the meeting and particular tasks and

activities for them to do so there may be less pressure for them to talk amongst strangers whilst

dealing with emotional and personal issues. We found that beginning from common ground

worked and by providing structure and facilitation, they were free to get straight in and discuss the

issues in a safe manner.” Finn Greig, Trans Youth Support Worker

16 members and 22 SOFFA’s attended. Some of the responses were:
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Trans*Active Accessing Sport – an LGBT History Month
Project tackling homophobia and transphobia in sport
Sessions held between 15th of Jan 2011 until end of Feb 2011

Gendered Intelligence was awarded an LGBT History Month Grant from Southwark lesbian, gay,

bisexual trans network to run an arts project with young trans people during February 2011. As

part of LGBT History Month, Gendered Intelligence youth group explored themes associated with

Trans and Gender Variant people accessing sport. This included the barriers to accessing sport

and leisure facilities, what sport meant to the participants individually, and celebrating the trans

people that we knew in sport or who we discovered when researching for the project.  This small

project was carried out in collaboration with ActiveArt and Dulwich Leisure Centre - Fusion. It

consisted of 5 half-day workshops, which culminated in a collaborative artwork on the theme of

Trans People Accessing Sport. This was presented during LGBT History Month.

The artwork was created together and focused on ways of increasing visibility and understanding

of the barriers faced in accessing sport. Creating and exhibiting a piece of artwork on the theme

Trans People Accessing Sport offers an opportunity to reflect on, build analysis of and celebrate

young people’s experiences, whilst also creating a tool to support others to respect and recognise

trans life and culture. The artwork comprised of a central figure made up of bubble wrap forming

the shape of a human.  The body was featured going through a doorway made of wood.  This

represented barriers to accessing sport, especially with regards to gendered changing facilities.

The figure can be seen transitioning through these barriers represented by the door.  In addition

there was a video piece that was made in response to the three main themes of access, barriers

and celebration. To find out more about the project and the individual artists, and also to contribute

to the project yourself, please take a look at our blog: trans-active.tumblr.com 

Participants learnt how to develop a creative and communicative art-piece from concept to

completion as well as how to create an artwork that was based on the experiences and aspirations

of the participants. Young trans people gained skills, knowledge and experience in creating an art

piece, as well as offering participants a hands-on opportunity in the organisational and production

elements of the project, such as workshop preparation, budget management and event publicity. 

Over all there were 73 attendees throughout the sessions and on the 23rd February 2011 the

project culminated in an exhibition at Dulwich Sport Centre. This was attended by 13 of our young

members plus 50 other members of the public, including friends, family and LGBT History Month

goers. 

As part of the project Gendered Intelligence

worked closely with Fusion Leisure Centre staff

around the issues of trans people accessing their

services.  In addition Fusion revisted their

inclusion policy with regards to trans people using

their facilities.  Fusion also offered our youth group

a private swimming session. The young trans

people were given exclusive use of the pool for

one hour, for which we would especially like to

thank Claire Jenkin, Dominic Horner, Janet from

Dulwich Leisure Centre and all their staff team
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At the swimming session, we asked our young members a series of questions:

1. How would you describe your feelings towards sport and physical activity, before and
after the swim?

Some of the responses were: 

2. How would you describe your feelings and attitudes to making arts as a group? 
Some of the responses were:
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Planning next quarter
Wednesday 23rd March 2011

In this session we used some of the emerging themes from the Capturing Your Journey and

Setting Goals project in order to plot out the focus for the next 6 sessions of the youth group. We

asked the group to specify exactly what they would like to look at within each session and to tell us

how important each of the topics were for them. We also spent part of this session feeding back to

them about how we had or intended to work on the comments and recommendations they

included in their evaluations. The session was attended by 13 young people. 

SOFFAs event
Saturday 16th April 2011

This session mirrored the previous one for Significant Others, Friends, Family and Allies and was

an opportunity for those people connected in some way to one of the members of the youth group

to come to a session where they can talk to each other and meet other young trans people.  38

participants attended. 

Talking Relationships  
Wednesday 27th April 2011

This session was facilitated by Catherine Bewley from Galop. The idea of the workshop was to

look closely at relationships or the ones we might want to have and support the young people to

consider how we communicate effectively, how we deal with feelings of jealousy and insecurity,

how we might go about finding a relationship safely and when and how we might come out as

trans. The session also discussed ideas around healthy relationships, agreeing that this means

relationships that make you feel good, are empowering and feel positive. 

At this session we had 13 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:
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CV writing & Job skills
Saturday 14th May 2011

This session aimed to pool ideas around how we might gain work experience, volunteer

opportunities and employed work; how to write a CV and identify the skills we already have when

looking for jobs, training courses or volunteering opportunities; as well as asking “what does it

mean to be trans or gender variant in the workplace  – practically and legally?” The session looked

at how your existing skills, interests, hobbies and talents can be transferred into work or job skills

and how they can be communicated in a CV and at interview.  Attendees also heard from one

another around their experiences of being trans at work, whether to come out as trans at work and

how that might be done.

At this session we had 11 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:

Nutrition and healthy eating 
Wednesday 25th May 2011

In this session the group got to eat a nutritious and tasty meal together, to learn about food

preparation and eating the right proportions of each food group.  There was a strong emphasis on

how eating well can help with body image and gender expression.

At this session we had 11 attendees. Some of the responses to how they felt the sessions went

were:
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Working with key workers,
parents and family members

As part of the Trans Youth Support Work project we felt strongly that young trans people’s lives

can be improved through providing support to  key workers such as teachers, headteachers, social

workers and housing officers.  In addition it is important to work with parents and family members

so that they can continue to support their trans child/ relative and receive appropriate support and

information..  Gendered Intelligence have helped increase understandings of trans identities

among professionals and families and work in this way in order that each young trans person can

move forward in their life. This multi-agency approach makes sense, especially where so little is

known about trans identities and gender variance.

Case Study 1 - Working with an 18 year old gender queer
person, his two carers and his housing officer in London

The Trans Youth Support Worker was asked to offer some trans awareness training to the two

potential carers of an 18 year old gender queer member of our Gendered Intelligence youth group.

At the time, the young person identified as gender queer, and used the pronoun ‘he’.  After some

time he identified as FTM.  The potential carers identified as gay women.

His housing officer was also interested in finding out a little more information about gender identity

and how she could better support him in his case and also through her organisation. The

discussions centred around the similarities and differences between gender identity and sexual

orientation, especially in youth. Their questions were mainly about how they could best support the

young person. The worker felt like she was there to facilitate the process of supporting the carers,

but commented on the session being useful to her knowledge of the issues. The young person

joined the end of the meeting for about half an hour. 

The Trans Youth Support Worker left the ‘Guide for Parents and Family Members of Trans People

in the UK’ for the carers and the ‘Parents and Family Members of Trans People in the UK A Report

on the Issues’ for the worker. 

At a later date (after the young person had been placed in the carers’ home) the Trans Youth

Support Worker met with one of the carers to visit their GP.  She wanted support on talking to the

GP with regards to the health care of the young person. They discussed the young person’s rights

and the process of referral. The Trans Youth Support Worker left her with the following resources:

‘Guidance for GPs, other clinicians and health professionals on the care of gender variant people’,

‘Reducing health inequalities for lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people - briefings for health and

social care staff’, ‘Trans: a practical guide for the NHS’ to pass onto the GP.
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Case Study 2 - Working with an 18 year old trans man, his
parents, his future employer representative and an
administrator of his future University place in Bristol

The Trans Youth Support Worker travelled to Bristol to meet an 18 yr old trans man and his
parents. The Trans Youth Support Worker answered some of their questions around being
trans, what transition means and offered more information about the Gendered Intelligence
youth group, which the young person was hoping to join. The Trans Youth Support Worker
also gave them a more personal account of his transition after they asked about the effects
of testosterone and the process and risks of hormone treatment. They asked a lot about the
medical pathway and referral process. The young person didn’t have a lot of questions
himself, but made clear at the end that he was happy the Trans Youth Support Worker came
and met with him and his parents.  

The Trans Youth Support Worker left the ‘Guide for Parents and Family Members of Trans
People in the UK’ for the parents, and ‘A guide for young trans people in the UK’ for the
young person.

The Trans Youth Support Worker later had two phone conversations with this young
person’s future employer to make sure they were aware of his situation (as he was
pre-hormone treatment and some of his documents were male, whilst others were female).
They were very helpful and accommodating, describing how only certain personnel would
know about the trans status of this young person and staff would be introduced to him as
‘he’ and by his chosen name. They also described how he would be issued with the male
uniform, no questions asked. The young person was grateful not to have had to have this
conversation themselves. The Trans Youth Support Worker had one further intervention for
this young person, with their future university administration team.  Similarly, the Trans
Youth Support Worker spoke to them about the issues and informed them of their legal
duties with regards to his registration at the University as male. They were very helpful and
made the appropriate changes.



Case Study 3 - Working with a 14 year old boy, his parents,
school counsellor and Head of Year in Hereford

The Trans Youth Support Worker had email correspondence with this young person for a few

months prior to any visits taking place.  At this point the young person was anxious to tell his

parents about his trans identity and only had had a conversation with his school counsellor. The

Trans Youth Support Worker contacted his counsellor with his consent and organised a meeting at

the school, with his parents, his counsellor, the head of year and the young person. 

The Trans Youth Support Worker met with the counsellor for the first half an hour and the Trans

Youth Support Worker answered some questions she had around the ‘trans experience’.  There

were also some preliminary questions about what they could do in the school to accommodate his

potential transition. The Trans Youth Support Worker then met the young person for another half

an hour, for an informal discussion. He told the Trans Youth Support Worker about his shorter and

longer-term aims with regards to his gender identity and academic life. 

The young boy’s parents and the Head of Year then joined them for about an hour and fifteen

minutes, where they discussed options & practicalities at school.  There was some discussion that

acknowledged the mother and father’s thoughts and feelings, as well as worries and hopes for

their child. The Trans Youth Support Worker also spoke a bit about his own experience of being

trans. Everybody asked questions and contributed to the discussions. 

The Trans Youth Support Worker left the ‘Guide for Parents and Family Members of Trans People

in the UK’ for the parents, ‘A guide for young trans people in the UK’ and ‘A guide to hormone

therapy for trans people’ for the young person and the ‘Parents and Family Members of Trans

People in the UK A Report on the Issues’ for the workers.  He also signposted the Equalities Act

2010 and the Department of Health booklets for extra reading.

Case Study 4 - Working with a 24 year old trans man, his
mother and aunt in Hertfordshire. 

This young person was quite clear what they needed from the outset. They were very sure
about their identity and transition and had told their mum and aunt about their decision.
The young trans man asked if the Trans Youth Support Worker could meet them both to
help him answer some of their questions and anxieties about the future, and to talk a little
about his own experiences.  Due to particular circumstances, the visit was carried out in
the home of the young person. The Trans Youth Support Worker arrived with a colleague.
The meeting lasted around an hour and a half. A lot of the time was spent talking about the
extended family, some of whom were finding it very difficult to understand and accept.
There was one member of the extended family, an uncle, who was aiming to prevent the
young person from seeing the young person’s nieces and nephews (the children of the
uncle). During the meeting the mother became more resolute to stand by her son and to
work towards increasing the understandings of other members of the family.  The mother
and aunt also talked about how useful it was just to meet another (older) trans man and to
hear another trans ‘story’.

The Trans Youth Support Worker emailed the mother and aunt the ‘Guide for Parents and
Family Members of Trans People in the UK’. The young person became a regular member 
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of our group.
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Case Study 5 – Working with a 15 year old young woman,
and her parents in Kent

This young girl first came with her parents to our sports day and picnic event for young trans

people and their family and friends, in the summer of 2010. It was the first time the young person

had been out in public in her self-identified gender. There was some informal discussion with the

parents that day, who were very warm, interested and positive around their daughter. However

they did have lots of questions. The Trans Youth Support Worker has been in touch through email

and phone contact with the family as they live outside of London. It was felt by the parents that the

young person could not attend the youth group, for practical reasons. However the young person

and the parents came to both our SOFFA events.

The Trans Youth Support Worker has supported the young person’s transition in various ways,

writing support letters and making enquiries with a number of organisations and services. As a

young person under 16 this was at times tricky and treading on new ground as she is one of a few

young people who have begun the process of hormone blockers in a programme overseen by the

Charing Cross GIC and Great Ormond Street Hospital. Two things in particular that are interesting

to note were her request to change her name in her passport. The Trans Youth Support Worker

telephoned the Passport Services, who didn’t know if they could change her details. Eventually it

was confirmed that with parental consent and a doctor’s letter there would be no problem. The

Trans Youth Support Worker wrote a letter in support of her case. This, in conjunction with the

parents’ support, was sufficient and her passport was changed.

In addition there was an exploration into gamete storage (cryopreservation of sperm) as the young

person wished to store her sperm prior to further medical intervention. After writing to many private

clinics the parents received some positive responses and things were seemingly progressing until

the chosen clinic realised their policies and insurance did not cover those under 16 years of age.

The Trans Youth Support Worker referred the enquiry from this family to GIRES, who have done

some campaigning work to get hormone blockers available on the NHS. They were able to speak

directly to Polly Carmichael - Director of the Tavistock & Portman Clinic. They were also able to

research protocol used in the United States by colleagues, where there have been similar cases.

In the end a clinic agreed to proceed, with a referral letter and assessment from the young

person’s doctor and a counsellor which stated “Gillick competency” with regard to her being able

to understand the processes involved before consenting to sperm storage.



Case Study 6 - Working with a young trans man, a parent
and 25 key workers in London

A social worker contacted Gendered Intelligence for some advice and support for a young
person who was an in-patient at a psychiatric hospital. Their service supported young
people who are hard of hearing or deaf and have specific mental health needs. The young
person had identified to the worker feelings of not being the gender they were assigned at
birth (female), and was behaving “as a boy”, but was situated in a female sexed ward.  The
worker invited the Trans Youth Support Worker to come in to meet him and his colleagues
in order to offer some information and advice around trans issues.   Their questions were
around how they should proceed, taking into consideration all the needs  - the young
person’s feelings, any diagnosis procedures, family concerns, other young people on the
ward, and facilities at the hospital. At the hospital the Trans Youth Support Worker was
introduced to the whole team (25 members of staff) at the department’s weekly team
meeting. This clearly demonstrated a need for information and support for whole teams of
key workers who are working with young people in different settings from expert
organisations, such as Gendered Intelligence. 

The Trans Youth Support Worker also reflected on his own personal experience as a trans
man around the ‘trans experience’, which the professionals seemingly valued.  In addition
there were some discussion around understandings of gender and it being more complex
than many people think about a

At a second follow-up meeting the Trans Youth Support Worker met the young person and
their mother, with two workers from the young person’s future school that the family were
hoping to send the young person to.  The mother had a lot of questions about trans
identities, and the Trans Youth Support Worker reflected on his own journey as well as
other young people’s experiences.  They also discussed the risks and pro’s and con’s of
transition.

The Trans Youth Support Worker left her with the ‘Guide for Parents and Family Members of
Trans People in the UK’ and his contact details.  

After this meeting, the Trans Youth Support Worker then talked briefly with the workers.
They were interested in trans issues though hadn’t come across anyone before in their
care to their knowledge. 
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• The young person’s perception of himself as fully male or boy and the concern

staff had around that.   

• His behaviour on the ward and with other patients, particularly the female patients

where he had reportedly had romantic feelings for and expressed that to them on a few

occasions. Then he claimed that he did not understand why they said they were not

interested in a ‘lesbian’ or ‘same sex’ relationship.

• The differences and similarities between sexual orientation and gender identity.

• How to deal with the other young people’s understandings (actual or perceived)

with regards to his gender identity and behaviour, and future potential of understanding

of trans issues if he wanted to begin a social transition on the ward. 

Issues that arose from the meeting were:



Case Study 7 - Working with an 18 year old man, lecturer
and Student Support Services at his university in London

This young person had recently started studying for a degree in Drama, Applied Theatre and

Education at a University in London.  He was living at home with family, but when he disclosed his

trans status to his mother, he had been told to leave the house.  The young person was being

supported through the student support service of the University.  He had a range of needs

including financial crisis, housing problems as well as support around keeping up with this studies.

Gendered Intelligence were sought by the team in order to think through some of the logistics of

communicating the student’s self-identified gender identity and new name to his peer group. A

member of staff at Gendered Intelligence attended a meeting with The Head of Student Support

Services  to discuss the disclosure of the young person’s trans status to his peers. There was a

further meeting with other members of the University staff, including a course staff member to talk

through the specifics of this request.  Because the Gendered Intelligence worker was familiar with

the university setting, it was felt that it would be appropriate for him to be present at the large

meeting with the student year group when the announcement took place.  The worker continued to

support staff at the university through several e mail correspondences.  The university have

contracted Gendered Intelligence to be part of the team at Student Support Services as a “trans

mentor.”

“It was useful to have an opportunity to share information and discuss the welfare of the particular

student concerned and to identify the student’s priorities and concerns.  Before the meeting, I think

it is fair to say that we were struggling. It was useful to have some re-assurance about support

being offered externally and to be able to start joining this up so we were not replicating effort or

offering contradictory advice either to other staff or the student themselves.” Head of Student

Support Services

“It’s only been one day and everything has been going really well. Teachers and students are

using the right pronouns and it feels amazing. Every hour I'm flooded by FB messages/texts

emails and personal comments from people saying how much they respect me for this.” Young

trans man, student

Lastly the Trans Youth Support Worker met the young person. Two workers accompanied
the meeting, mainly for communication reasons. Initially, the young person didn’t have
many questions and he seemed despondent.  However, when the Trans Youth Support
Worker disclosed his own trans status he became interested. He then had some questions,
mostly around the process of medical transition, and wanted to know the details of how
one can change, what surgery consisted of and the effects of hormones. The young person
stated that he was satisfied with the meeting. The Trans Youth Support Worker left him the
following resources: ‘A guide for young trans people in the UK’ and ‘A guide to hormone
therapy for trans people’ and also emailed the social worker a copy of the Trans Youth
Sexual Health Booklet.

“Finn [Trans Youth Support Worker] was very knowledgeable and able to add to my
understanding of the client.  I learned more about the client’s transgender issues and how
this might link in to our understanding of his identity problems and other current issues. I
would like more support around continuing to work with this client.” Psychologist
therapist/ psychologist, IMPART Personality Disorder Service, North East London Mental
Health NHS
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Case Study 8 - Working with a young 19 year old trans
woman and a Connexions Worker in Essex

The Connexions worker invited the Trans Youth Support Worker to meet a young trans woman

whom she was working with.  The meeting allowed both worker and young person to ask

questions around trans identities.  The Trans Youth Support Worker invited the young person to

attend the Gendered Intelligence youth group. The young person has some specific needs and

identified as being on the autistic spectrum.  In addition the young person had anxieties with

regards to being made homeless, as her relationship with her father was currently not supporting

her gender identity and expressions. The Trans Youth Support Worker left the following

resources:‘A guide for young trans people in the UK’ and ‘A guide to hormone therapy for trans

people’.

“It was useful for me as a professional working with 13-25 year olds as I had no experience of

supporting a young person who was questioning their gender identity.  I am now aware of the

services offered by Gendered Intelligence.  It was refreshing to learn more about society and

gender and I see how this may isolate people who are transgender. I feel more confident in my

role of supporting my client and will very much appreciate an e mail and phone support from

Gendered Intelligence.  Finn was extremely professional and demonstrated real skill in dealing

with young people. He was patient and supportive as my client has autism and needed extra help

with completing the form. In order to reduce prejudice and the isolation of trans people, it is

essential that the service continue.”  Intensive Personal Advisor

Case Study 9 - Working with a 15 year old young trans
man, Housing officers & an LGBT worker in Bristol

The Trans Youth Support Worker communicated with two housing officers by telephone
several times.  Discussions centred around his trans status, age and housing difficulties.
The young person was adamant that he wanted to live stealth even though hormones were
to be a long way off.  He was also being supported by his LGBT youth worker, who also
looked to Gendered Intelligence for advice for herself and for other members of her team.
The LGBT youth worker was keen to find out more with regards to legislation. The Trans
Youth Support Worker left the following resources: ‘A guide for young trans people in the
UK’ and ‘A guide to hormone therapy for trans people’ and also emailed the social worker a
copy of the Trans Youth Sexual Health Booklet.
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Case Study 10 - Working with a 15 year old young trans
man and several key workers including an LGBT senior
youth worker in Waltham Forest, a psychiatrist from
Waltham Forest community and mental health team and a
sexual abuse case worker from Galop.

The Trans Youth Support Worker attended several key worker meetings and was involved in a

support plan for this young person, in order to help him identify how he wanted to move his life on.

His case is very complex and includes a disruptive and unsupported home life, high support needs

around learning difficulties and behavioural issues, some mental health diagnoses and a criminal

record. He was also a victim of an abuse case that tied into his mental health casework. The Trans

Youth Support Worker offered insight into how this young person’s trans status might be

inter-related with these behaviours and circumstances. 
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